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When the heart sees more keenly than the eye, beauty is unexpectedly found. 
 
Gen is a teen-age woman. She is also a bio-warfare research project, designed by Col. Jack Eberhard. Born at
Redstone Military Laboratories inside a quarantine unit rated Biohazard Level Four, Gen's body harbors
billions of microscopic organisms that have mutated from her genetically altered cells. The tiny entities in
Gen's tissues control life at the molecular level and Eberhard weekly tests their ability to heal the simulated
combat wounds he inflicts on her. 
 
When a deadly threat forces Gen to escape the lab, she discovers that her marvelous power to reconstruct
living tissue, from proteins to cells to whole organs, enables her to transform herself bodily into any animal
whose DNA she collects through a simple touch. While in the form of a dolphin, Gen saves dolphin
researcher Cade Seaborne from drowning. Her heartfelt attraction to him compels her to spontaneously
shape-shift back into human form; but the morphing is incomplete and Cade encounters Gen as a woman
with her head and face hideously deformed. As Gen struggles with her dilemma of falling in love with a
kind-hearted man who nonetheless regards her as pitifully ugly, the evolving microscopic life-forms inside
her compel her to complete a frightening journey to fulfill their mysterious mission. 
 
Meanwhile, Eberhard has tracked down Gen and he's sending in Special Forces to carry out a priority-one
Executive Order: capture and destroy his dangerous experiment. When Cade at last recognizes beauty behind
the mask of a beast, he'll give his life to protect the strange woman he cherishes. And he learns that love has
its own transformative power. 
 
Michael Crichton meets Hans Christian Anderson in this romantic thriller with the brains of science
fiction and the heart of a fairy tale.
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From reader reviews:

Allan Nguyen:

Have you spare time for any day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yes, you can
choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent all their spare time to take a stroll,
shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book titled Second Nature?
Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You recognize beside you can spend your time along with your
favorite's book, you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have some other
opinion?

James Moore:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained within the straightway, hold
on guys this specific aren't like that. This Second Nature book is readable by simply you who hate those
straight word style. You will find the data here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving
even decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer involving Second Nature content
conveys prospect easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different in the
written content but it just different as it. So , do you still thinking Second Nature is not loveable to be your
top listing reading book?

Patricia Koop:

The book with title Second Nature includes a lot of information that you can find out it. You can get a lot of
gain after read this book. This kind of book exist new know-how the information that exist in this book
represented the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to know how the improvement of
the world. This book will bring you throughout new era of the the positive effect. You can read the e-book
on your smart phone, so you can read this anywhere you want.

Wendy Hartnett:

This Second Nature is great e-book for you because the content that is full of information for you who all
always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This particular book reveal it information
accurately using great arrange word or we can claim no rambling sentences inside. So if you are read this
hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward sentences but
hard core information with attractive delivering sentences. Having Second Nature in your hand like obtaining
the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous 1. We can say that no book that offer you world inside
ten or fifteen moment right but this publication already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book. Hi
Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt that?
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